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a

COVID-19 TIME CAPSULE
This weeks program is a little different than the daily activities we have been
working through. The Lennox and Addington County Museum has started a
Time Capsule to commemorate what life is like during this time of Covid 19
and physical distancing. Check out the forms for ideas of what to share!

We invite you to visit https://lennox-addington.on.ca/covid-19/time-capsule
and upload your moments and memories of life during Covid 19.

What is a Time Capsule? A time capsule is a collection of items, such as
photos, newspapers, letters and more from your life today. You keep these
items to look back on in the future, whether for yourself or someone else.
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FAMILY LIFE

What has your family been up to while in isolation? How has this
changed from your normal? Have you added new activities in your
family life - what about more family talks, cooking (can you share a
new recipe your family discovered), walks, games? What is home
schooling like? How are you communicating with your family outside
your own home?

ACTS OF KINDNESS

Now more than ever, we have to come together in solidarity to uplift
and help humanity. What have you done to help your neighbours in
this time of crisis? What have you done (or what have you seen) that
spreads joy, helps loneliness, feeds stomachs, and eases the hearts
and minds of people around you?

STUDENTS AT WORK
We have had to adjust to life of the home school. Parents are picking
up the reigns to teach their children with guidance from a virtual
classroom and their child’s teacher. What assignments have you
completed for school that tells a story of today’s time in COVID-19? We
would love to see a photograph or written word about these
assignments. What grade are you in and what school do you go to?

PHOTOS AND ARTWORK

Where are the creative people? Has this time inspired you to create,
think, draw, sculpt, or take pictures. Has something happened to
make you upset, happy, wonder, marvel, and worry? Can you show us
what you created? Would you consider donating the original to the
museum and archives collection?

VIDEOS & WRITTEN
WORDS

Maybe you aren’t creative and the thought of writing a poem, a short
story, or a song makes you want to run. That’s okay - a lot of us feel the
same. But are you a thinker and have something to say? Let us have it!
Your thoughts are valuable and will give our future generation an insight
into the minds of our communities during this stressful and worrisome
time.
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